The Digital Health Lab Company

ippocrates Technologies launched the world’s
first open digital health laboratory: TheraForge, a
powerful set of prototyping and development tools
for students, researchers, software developers, clinicians
and doctors.
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TheraForge is an enterprise-grade low-code and no-code
development toolkit (SDK) and Backend-as-a-Service
(BaaS) platform for digital health, medical IoT and wellness
solutions, which enables innovators to:
✦ Build professional mobile and cloud-based digital health

solutions.

✦ Create prototypes and full-fledged apps in a tenth of the

time and with a fraction of the cost.

✦ Reinvest savings of up to 60 cents on a dollar into one’s

own intellectual property and build a stronger moat
against the competition.

✦ Get started for free with a trial cloud account and an
https://github.com/TheraForge/
Getting-Started

open mobile SDK!

TheraForge: Digital Health Made Easy
With TheraForge you can quickly implement a mobile iOS app,
and a smartwatch app, connect them to the cloud and to external
databases, use a web-based dashboard for virtual care of patients,
telemedicine, research and monitoring.

TheraForge enables you to create an FDA-grade cloudenabled mobile app prototype in a matter of hours
(equivalent to an app used by a top US hospital).
It natively supports wearable devices and smartwatches.
It’s the first low-code solution to support also AppleWatch1
apps.
TheraForge-based mobile and web apps come with native
GDPR-compliant and HIPAA-compliant features, and are
based on the popular OWASP security best practices.
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The TheraForge SDK is geared toward implementing
cloud-based virtual care/tele-health solutions that support
100% remote doctor-patient care plan management. It can
be employed to implement digital therapeutics, fitness or
wellness apps, and scalable data-driven medical research
applications.
Contact us for our value and premium BaaS pricing and for
any bespoke co-development requests.
Let’s theraforge novel and groundbreaking apps together!
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Apple Watch™ is a trademark of Apple, Inc.

